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ABSTRACT
Recent propositions of diverse In-Memory Computing platforms
have shown a promising alternative to classical Von Neumann com-
puting models. Significant benefits, in terms of energy-efficiency
and performance, are reported for in-memory arithmetic circuits,
neural networks, CAM, cache hierarchy and even fully programm-
able processors. In contrast, design automation tools supporting
the development of such designs are still in a nascent phase. By
leveraging the native stateful logic operation capability of ReRAM
devices, several logic synthesis flows have been reported. In this
paper, we complement these flows with a detailed study on the
technology mapping phase for ReRAM devices. We provide a
delay-optimal solution for technology mapping without area con-
straint and propose further heuristics to achieve device count re-
duction and to support delay optimization under the constraint of
parallel instruction dispatch. We report at least 3× less delay com-
pared to the naïve technology mapping adopted in recent studies.
The proposed heuristics achieve 56% on average reduction in de-
vice count. Finally, a range of performance trade-offs is identified
by applying the constraint of parallel instruction dispatch without
noticeable degradation of delay.

CCS Concepts
•Hardware → Technology-mapping; Emerging architectures;
Memory and dense storage;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Resistive Random Access Memories (ReRAMs) have emerged as
one of the most promising technologies for logic and memory ap-
plications [15]. ReRAMs are non-volatile, ultra compact memories
with low leakage power and high endurance. Large passive cross-
bar arrays can be realized by means of devices such as a select
device in series to a switch (1S1R) or a Complementary Resis-
tive Switch (CRS), to prevent parasitic currents [7]. 1S1R-based
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devices offer non-destructive readout, unlike CRS-based devices in
which readouts are destructive, which makes 1S1R devices suitable
for implementation of logic.

Natively, the 1S1R devices compute majority of three inputs,
with one input inverted. This forms the basic gate of logic-
in-memory operations using ReRAM devices. Majority Inverter
Graphs (MIG) representation of Boolean functions, is well suited
for mapping to 1S1R devices, as MIG [1] represent Boolean logic
using majority and inversion operations. Multiple feasible logic-
in-memory designs have been proposed using ReRAM cells, and
verified by means of physics based simulation [6, 12].

The delay of a technology mapping solution is equal to the num-
ber of steps, required to evaluate an MIG using ReRAM devices.
The number of devices used in a mapping solution determines the
area of the solution. In [5], the authors proposed a Programmable
Logic-in-Memory (PLiM) computing architecture, that uses a sin-
gle instruction called RM3, which is identical to the native function
computed by 1S1R devices. Even though it is pointed out [5] that
the large amount of memory cells available in standalone mem-
ories offer scope for exploiting massive parallelism by perform-
ing concurrent operations, a serial architecture with a lightweight
controller is used, significantly under-utilizing the platform. The
dispatch parallelism dp of a controller is equal to the maximum
number of instructions that it can issue in a clock cycle. Note that,
within the scope of a 1S1R device, the terms operation and instruc-
tion interchangeably.

Key Contributions: In this paper we explore variants of the
technology mapping problem for in-memory computing. First,
given an MIG we develop a delay-optimal mapping to ReRAM
devices. For achieving optimal delay mapping, we perform concur-
rent operations on multiple 1S1R devices at the same time, without
any constraints on the degree of dispatch parallelism. This problem
is equivalent to scheduling interval ordered tasks, and thus, can be
solved in polynomial time [8]. For any k-level MIG, our mapping
algorithm generates an optimal mapping with k+ 1 delay. The de-
lay reduction, achieved by our mapping is at least 3× better than
that attained by the naïve technology mapping proposed in [11].
Second, we propose a heuristic to reduce device count. The pro-
posed algorithm, allows reduction in number of devices required
for mapping on average by 56% (max 92.63%). Third, we explore
the delay minimization while considering the instruction dispatch
parallelism. Under arbitrary constraints on dispatch parallelism,
we have shown that the problem of delay-optimal scheduling is
NP-complete. To that effect, the concept of ReRAM Dependency
Graph (RDG), that captures the dependencies between the instruc-
tions is introduced. We propose an efficient heuristic for schedul-
ing the RDG, constrained by the dispatch parallelism. By using
dp = 1024, our heuristic achieves delay close to the optimal delay



with infinite dispatch parallelism, for the benchmark MIGs.
Related Works: In [6], the authors presented a basic method-

ology for computing Boolean functions using memristive devices.
In [9], it has been shown that with two working memristors which
realize material implication, any Boolean expression can be com-
puted. In [10] and [3], logic synthesis solution for memristors that
realize material implication have been proposed. In [13], a com-
piler for flow for generating RM3 instructions, for the ReRAM
based PLiM computer [5] for realization of Boolean functions has
been presented. In [11], heuristics for logic synthesis of MIG for
two variants of ReRAM has been proposed —one realising mate-
rial implication and the other realising majority function. In [11],
authors used a naïve technology mapping with delay of 3k + c cy-
cles, for an MIG with k levels and c number of levels with ingoing
complemented edges, which is suboptimal as evident from our re-
sults.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Majority function: The n-input (n is odd) majority function Mn

returns logic value assumed by more than half of the inputs. For
Boolean logic and n=3, the majority operator is expressed in (1).

M3(a, b, c) = ab+ bc+ ca (1)

Logic representation: A Boolean function can be represented as
a Majority-Inverter Graph (MIG) [1], where each node represents
a Majority-3 (M3) function and a directed edge i → j exists if
the output of the node i is an input to node j. For an edge i →
j, we denote node i as the predecessor of node j and node j as
the neighbour of node i. The edges can be marked as regular or
inverted. A Primary Input (PI) node is either a logic constant 0/1
or Boolean variable that are input to the Boolean function. If a node
is not PI, then we term the node as internal node. A Primary Output
(PO) node has no outgoing edges. We define the level of a node as
the length of the longest path from a PI to the node. The level of PI
is zero. The depth of the MIG is equal to the largest node level in
the graph.
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Figure 1: Logic Operations on 1S1R devices. wl and bl represent the word-
line and bitline respectively. S and NS represent the currest state and next
state of the device respectively. ‘1’ = +2.5V, ‘0’ = -2.5V

ReRAM Device characteristics: We consider that the target devices
to be 1S1R devices [7]. Starting from the high resistive state (HRS,
S = ‘0’) the device is switched to the low resistive state (LRS, S =
‘1’) by application of a ‘1’ (+ 2.3 V) at the connected wordline (wl)
and a ‘0’ (- 2.3 V) at the connected bitline (bl). The device stays in
the LRS until a ‘0’ is applied at the wordline and a ‘1’ at the bitline.
To ensure a proper read-out, a voltage of + 2.3 V is applied to the
connected wordline whereas the bitline is set to ground (0). The
behaviour of the device can be represented by the truth table shown
in Figure 1(b) and by the equation 2, where S is the internal state,
wl and bl is the wordline and bitline of the device and NS is the
next state of the device.

NS = M3(S,wl,¬bl) (2)

We assume that the control unit enables free communication be-
tween all lines i.e. in a clock cycle or in a step, a device can be read

out and the read out value can be applied as input to the wordline
or bitline of any other device. In addition, we also assume that the
inputs and the inverted values of the inputs, of the Boolean function
to be mapped, constants ‘1’ and ‘0’, can be applied directly to the
wordlines and bitlines of the devices.

Problem statement: The technology mapping problem for
ReRAM based in-memory computing is to determine a sequence of
inputs, to be applied, to the wordlines and the bitlines of ReRAM
1S1R devices from the MIG representation of a Boolean function,
in order to compute the function. The delay of the obtained map-
ping is equal to the number of steps that the mapping contains,
which is dependent on the depth of the MIG. We say that the map-
ping is delay − optimal if the number of steps is minimum. The
primary objective of our algorithm is (1) to find an optimal map-
ping in terms of minimization of number of steps. The secondary
objectives are (2) to reduce the number of ReRAM 1S1R devices
employed for mapping and (3) to explore the impact of delay user
dispatch parallelism constraints.�

3. TECHNOLOGY MAPPING
1S1R devices natively compute the majority function with one in-
put inverted, as shown in equation 2. Our goal to is to come up with
an effective mapping for MIG nodes in such a way that each of the
nodes can be effectively computed in a single cycle. To do so, we
begin by formally defining host and device for a node as follows.
Definition 3.1. host : If a node n in a MIG is evaluated in a device
that holds one of its predecessor p, which is not a constant or a
primary input, then p is the host of node n.�
Definition 3.2. device : The 1S1R device in which a node n is
evaluated, is the device of the node.�

Intuitively, for mapping a MIG node M3(S1, S2,¬S3), where
Si is the state stored in device Di, we can read out S2 and S3 and
apply to the wordline and bitline of device D1 . In this case, either
S1 is used as host for node S4 and the corresponding device for D1.
Thus, it can be seen that for this case, we can compute an MIG node
in a single cycle/step, without using any additional devices. Let us
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Figure 2: Inversion transformation
look at an example, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Node S4 computes the
majority function M3(S1, S2, S3). We can observe that it does not
have a negated input term, which is required for mapping directly
to a 1S1R device. We could use a step to compute the inversion
of S3 and in the next cycle, apply S2 and ¬S3 to the wordline and
bitline of the device holding S1, with node S1 acting as host for
node S4, but such a mapping will require two cycles. To perform
the computation in a single step, we can rewrite the computation
for node S4 as M3(S1, S2,¬(¬S3)). This can be represented as
the transformed MIG shown in Figure 2(b). Now, for mapping S4,
we can choose S1 to be host and apply S2 and ¬S3 to the wordline
and bitline of the device holding S1 in a single cycle. As seen in the
transformed MIG, we compute ¬S3 directly by inverting its inputs.
We term such a transformation as inversion transformation.
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Figure 3: Busy replication transformation



In the previous examples, we chose a predecessor node of the
current node to act as host. For the MIG shown in Figure 3, each
predecessor p of node S4, with non-inverted edges have more than
one out-degree. The predecessor p has to be read out and and ap-
plied to multiple devices in a single step, hence we cannot use p as
host. Formally, a predecessor can be defined busy as follows.
Definition 3.3. busy predecessor : A predecessor node p is con-
sidered busy for a node n at level ln, iff the number of neighbors
of node p at level l ≥ ln, is greater than one. �
For the current example, if we replicate the busy node S1 twice,
each replica node will have one outdegree and hence each of the
replica nodes can be used as host. For node S4 and S5, node Sr1

1

and Sr2
1 is used as host respectively. We term such a transforma-

tion as busy replication transformation.
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Figure 4: Inversion replication transformation

A predecessor node p can have two neighbors such that one neigh-
bor requires p and other neighbor requires ¬p as input. Let us
consider the MIG in Figure 4. For node S6, node S4 can be used as
a host and S3 and S2 is applied to the wordline and bitline of the
device holding S4. For node S5, node S1 can be chosen as host.
Since two incoming edges to node S5 are inverted, we can apply
one predecessor to the bitline for inversion. For the other, we need
the inverted input directly. To do so, we introduce a new node ¬S2

which is inverted S2. With this new node, we can apply¬S2 and S3

to the wordline and bitline of the device holding S1 for computa-
tion of node S4. This transformation of MIG is termed as inversion
replication and the transformed MIG is shown in Figure 4 (b).

Replication of internal nodes at a higher level can lead to repli-
cation of nodes at lower levels, leading to higher number of devices
being used for mapping and therefore should be avoided wherever
possible. In Figure 5, for node S4, predecessor node S1 is busy
and hence cannot be used as host without replication. Instead, we
can load the primary input a in the previous cycle in a new device
Dnew and in the current cycle, apply S1 and S2 to the wordline and
bitline of the device Dnew respectively. This concept is termed as
preloading, where a primary input or a constant is loaded in a new
device d in the immediately previous cycle and in the current cy-
cle, appropriate inputs to the wordline and bitline of device d for
computation of a node.
Mapping operation representation: In the mapping, the replica
of an internal node Si is represented using Sr

i . A new device is
represented by Dnew. We express the mapping for a node in the
following format.

C : wl, bl,@D
In clock cycle C, input wl and bl is applied to the wordline and
bitline of device D respectively. wl and bl can be a single bit value
read from 1S1R device, a primary input, or a constant. @D and
@S symbol is used to refer to the value stored by device D and
host S respectively. In next clock cycle C + 1, the value in device
D will be M3(@D,wl¬bl). This is the analogous to the format of
RM3 instruction, introduced in [5].

3.1 Delay Optimal Mapping
The delay optimal technology mapping of MIG to 1S1R devices
is presented in Algorithm 1. In this subsection, we explain the al-
gorithm briefly. We begin to process the nodes bottom up, i.e. all
nodes at a higher level are always processed before a node in a
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Figure 5: Preloading for node S4 prevents busy replication

lower level is processed. This is achieved by storing the nodes in
nodeHeap, which is a max-heap [4] with the priority defined by
the level of the node.

Algorithm 1: Delay Optimal Technology Mapping algorithm
for In-memory Computing

Data: G, pi, po
Result: n2DMap,opList
/* prio(ni)>prio(nj), if level(ni)>level(nj) */

1 nodeHeap = maxHeap ();
2 n2DMap = HashMap ();
3 for node ∈ po do
4 nodeHeap.add (node);

5 while nodeHeap 6= ∅ do
6 node = nodeHeap.pop();
7 ProcessNode(node);

8 PropagateDevice();

The key component of the mapping algorithm is the
PROCESSNODE procedure. For processing a node, we need to de-
termine which predecessor will be used as host or if we need to
preload a new device Dnew for evaluating the node. If a node is
evaluated in host, then no new device is introduced in the mapping
solution, else a new device is required for evaluation of the node,
increasing the device count by one. If a predecessor of node is an
internal node and edge connecting them is non-inverted, we denote
the predecessor by Si, else if the edge is inverted, denote it by ¬Si.
If a predecessor is a PI or a constant, we represent it as ci. With
this notation, we can define the predecessor set for a node. Based
on elements in the predecessor set, we can determine a mapping for
the node. We should note that since majority function is commu-
tative, the order of predecessors do not matter for determination of
the mapping.

For node S4 in Figure 5, the predecessor set is (S1,¬S4, c),
which is enumeration T4, with ∀Si ∈ B. We explain the map-
ping for this enumeration. Since the non-inverted predecessor S1

is busy, constant a is preloaded in a new device Dnew in cycle 1,
as node S4 is in level 2. In cycle 2, node S1 and S2 are read out
and applied to the wordline and bitline of device Dnew to compute
S4. Nodes S1, and S2 are added to nodeHeap. In terms of RM3

instructions, we can write this as :

1 : a, 0,@Dnew

2 : @S1,@S2,@Dnew

The mapping for all the predecessor sets, have been shown in
Table 1. It should be noted that irrespective of the predecessor
set of a node n at level l, only a single instruction is executed in
clock cycle l for mapping the node n. This is critical for achieving
the delay optimal mapping. The mapping phase is complete when
the nodeHeap is empty. At the end of mapping phase, each in-
ternal node in the MIG is associated with a host node and there
are multiple constant/variables nodes which are associated with
a specific device, due to pre-loading. The hashmap n2DMap
stores the host corresponding to a node, the device onto which the
node has been mapped and a Boolean flag isAllocated to indicate
whether the node has already been mapped to a device. To deter-
mine the actual mapping of internal node to MIG, the procedure
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Figure 6: The technology Mapping flow for MIG to ReRAM mapping1

Table 1: NodeMapRules: Mapping rules for an internal node Sm, at level l, based on the predecessor set
∀Si ∈,B ∃Si /∈ B

T1 :
M3(Si, c0, c1)

l-1 :c0, 0,@dnew

l :Si,¬c1,@dnew l :c0,¬c1,@Si T7 :
M3(c0, c1, c2)

l-1 :c0, 0,@dnew

l :c1,¬c2,@dnew T9 :
M3(¬S0,¬S1, c0)

l-1 :c0, 0,@dnew

l :¬S1, S0,@dnew

Insert Si Insert Si NA Insert S0,¬S1

T2 :
M3(S0, S1, c0)

l-1 :c0, 0,@dnew

l :S0,¬S1,@dnew l :S1,¬c0,@S0 T8 :
M3(¬S0, c0, c1)

l-1 :c0, 0,@dnew

l :c1, S0,@dnew T10 :
M3(¬S0,¬S1,¬S2)

l :¬S1, S2@¬Sr
0

Insert S0,¬S1 Insert S0, S1 Insert S0 Insert ¬Sr
0 ,¬S1, S2

T3 :
M3(S0, S1, S2)

l :S1,¬S2,@Sr
0 l :S1,¬S2,@S0 • Dnew refers to a new device. Sr

j refers to replica of node Sj .
• B represents busy ‘non-inverted’ predecessor.
• Insertindicates which predecessors are added to the nodeHeap for processing.
• The third operand of each instruction acts as host for the node Sm.
• If the constants are inverted, then the instructions should use appropriate

inversions for those inverted constants.
• For templates T2,T4,T5 and ∃Si /∈ B, the table shows the mapping for instance

when S0 6= B. The mapping has to be appropriately changed if some other
non-inverted input node is not busy.

Insert S1,¬S2, S
r
0 Insert S0, S1¬S2

T4 :
M3(S0,¬S1, c0)

l-1 :c0, 0,@dnew

l :S0, S1,@dnew l :c0, S1,@S0

Insert S0, S1 Insert S0, S1

T5 :
M3(S0, S1,¬S2)

l :S1, S2,@Sr
0 l :S1, S2,@S0

Insert Sr
0 , S1, S2 Insert S0, S1, S2

T6 :
M3(Si,¬Sj ,¬Sk)

l :¬S1, S2,@Sr
0 l :¬S1, S2,@S0

Insert Sr
0 ,¬S1, S2 Insert S0,¬S1, S2

PROPAGATEDEVICE is invoked, which uses the recursive function
GETDEVICE, for propagating the host to device mapping infor-
mation.
Theorem 3.4. A MIG with lmax depth needs at least lmax + 1
cycles to be evaluated using 1S1R devices.

Proof. Let plong be the longest path from PI to PO in an MIG. The
nodes in the same level do not have any data dependency amongst
each other, and hence can be evaluated simultaneously. It is evident
that the time required for evaluating the nodes in plong will deter-
mine the delay of evaluating the MIG, since the nodes in the ad-
jacent levels have data dependency between each other, and hence
have to evaluated sequentially. The number of nodes in plong is
equal to the depth of the MIG, lmax. At least one cycle is needed
to evaluate each node in MIG, since a 1S1R device requires one
cycle to perform a majority operation. Therefore, perform the com-
putation of each node in plong , at least lmax number of cycles are
needed. For the first node in the path, one cycle is needed to load
the initial state in the device, which acts as the third input to the
majority, the other two inputs being provided by the wordline and
bitline of the device. Thereby to evaluate an MIG with maximum
level lmax, at least lmax + 1 cycles are needed.

Lemma 3.5. For a MIG with lmax depth, Algorithm 1 generates a
mapping with lmax + 1 cycles delay.

Proof. Each MIG is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). In the pro-
posed mapping algorithm, for each node at level l, only one in-
struction is needed to be executed at clock cycle l, as evident from
Table 1. Therefore, the last set of nodes will be executed in clock
cycle lmax. The internal nodes at level 1 always have the prede-
cessor set M3(c0, c1, c2), will be evaluated in the first two cycles 0
and 1. Thus, to process a MIG with lmax levels, by evaluating the
nodes level-wise, with the lower level nodes being processed first,
we will require lmax + 1 cycles, which is the minimum delay.

This result significantly improves upon to the delay obtained by the
PLiM Computer. In PLiM Computer, the delay of mapping MIG
is a function of number of the nodes present in the MIG. The naïve
technology mapping proposed in [11] assumes that all nodes in a
level can be evaluated in three cycles and one more cycle is needed
to evaluate a level, if any ingoing edge to the level is complemented.
From our algorithm, it is evident that such a mapping is inefficient,

since with our approach, each node effectively requires a single
cycle for evaluation.

Algorithm 2: Procedures used for Delay Optimal Mapping
1 Procedure ProcessNode(node)
2 global G, nodeHeap, n2DMap;
3 p = GetPredecessorSet(node);
4 Schedule operation based on NodeMapRules(Table 1) ;
5 node.processed = True;
6 for pnode ∈ node.predecessors do
7 if node.processed == False then
8 nodeHeap.add (node);

9 Procedure PropagateDevice()
/* Allocate specific device to node */

10 for node ∈ n2DMap do
11 GetDevice(node);

12 Procedure GetDevice(node)
13 if n2DMap[node].allocated == True then
14 return n2DMap[node].device;

15 n2DMap[node].device = GetDevice(n2DMap[node].host);
16 n2DMap[node].allocated = True;
17 return n2DMap[node].device;

3.2 Heuristic for Area Minimization
A 1S1R device can be reset in one cycle by applying ‘0’ and ‘1’
to the wordline and bitline of the device respectively. After the
mapping algorithm has completed execution, we can determine the
sTime and eTime of a device.
Definition 3.6. sTime : sTime or the start time of a device is the
first cycle in which the device is being used.�
Definition 3.7. eTime : eTime or the end time of a device is the
last cycle in which the device is used.�

Formally, if there are two devices D and D′ such that
D.eT ime+ 1 > D′.sT ime, then we can re-use the device D for
performing all the computations that are scheduled on device D′.
The additional one cycle is needed to reset the device D, before
reusing.

The Algorithm 3 enforces device reuse after the mapping of
nodes to devices has been completed. devUseTable is a table that
has the following fields: device D, sT ime, eT ime and a Boolean

1In this example, no device can be reused, hence the device reuse
phase is not shown.



field isAssigned to mark whether device D has been considered
for reuse. The table is sorted in non-decreasing order by the sT ime
field. The hashmap reassignMap stores the mapping about which
new device D′ has been reallocated to device D. For a device D,
the algorithm scans the devUseTable to find the device D′ which
satisfies the reuse criteria D.eT ime + 1 > D′.sT ime, and adds
an entry into reassignMap to store the reuse information.

Algorithm 3: Device Reuse Algorithm
1 Procedure DeviceReassign(devUseTable)
2 reassignMap = HashMap();
3 for D ∈ devUseTable do
4 freeTime = devUseTable[D].eTime + 1;
5 devUseTable[D].isAssigned = True;
6 for D′ ∈ devUseTable do
7 if devUseTable[D′].isAssigned == False &&

devUseTable[D′].sTime > freeTime then
8 reassignMap[D′] = D;
9 devUseTable[D′].isAssigned = True;

10 freeTime = devUseTable[D′].eTime + 1;

11 return reassignMap;

3.3 Heuristic for Dispatch Constrained
Scheduling

The depth optimal mapping algorithm assumes infinite dispatch
parallelism. A practical controller will always have a finite dis-
patch parallelism, say dp. Our aim is to schedule all the operations
to minimize the total number of cycles required for evaluation of
the MIG, under dp-dispatch constraints. To account for and ex-
press the dependencies among the set of instructions obtained by
the delay optimal mapping algorithm, we can construct a ReRAM
Dependency Graph (RDG).
Definition 3.8. An RDG is an ordered pair G=(V, E). V is a
set, called the vertex set, where each element Iv is an instruction,
scheduled in cycle CIv . E is a set of 2-element ordered tuple of V ,
called the edge set i.e. E ⊆ {(Iu, Iv) : Iu, Iv ∈ V}. An edge
(Iu, Iv) ∈ E iff CIu < CIv and the value written by instruction Iu
is used by instruction Iv or if device used by instruction Iu is used
by instruction Iv .
For the set of instructions presented in Figure 6 (b), the RDG is
shown in Figure 6 (c).
Lemma 3.9. Delay optimal scheduling of RDG under
dp-instruction dispatch per cycle constraint is NP-complete.

Proof. We can formulate the problem of optimal scheduling of the
RDG with dp-instruction dispatch per cycle constraint as a Re-
source Constrained Scheduling Problem (RCSP) [16]. There is
a single type of renewable resource with dp units. Each node in
RDG, represents a process. Each node consumes one resource and
requires one cycle to complete execution. The precedence con-
straints are defined by presence of edge between nodes in the RDG.
The goal is to schedule the processes to minimize the make-span,
in such a way so that the resource and precedence constraints are
not violated. For arbitrary resource constraints with a single type
of renewable resource, the problem of make-span minimization is
NP-complete [14]. It is trivial to come up with an example to
show that the incomparability graph corresponding to RDG, is not
chordal [2], and hence the technique proposed in [8], is not applica-
ble for scheduling the RDG. Therefore, the problem of determining
the optimal schedule for RDG is NP-complete.

To that effect, we propose an efficient heuristic for scheduling
RDG. The heuristic is presented in the Algorithm 4. S is the sched-
ule generated by the delay optimal algorithm, Cmax is the number

of cycles in S and dp is the dispatch parallelism. pI represents the
predecessors of instruction I in the RDGS of schedule S. S′ is the
schedule of instructions under the dispatch constraints dp.

Algorithm 4: Dispatch-Constrained Delay Optimization
Data: S, Cmax, RDGS , dp

Result: S′

1 ccurr = -1 ;
2 dispatchCount = [];
3 for i = 1 to Cmax do
4 for I ∈ S[i] do
5 cmin = max(S[pI ]), ∀pI ;
6 isAlloc = False ;
7 for t = cmin to ccurr do
8 if dispatchCount[t] < dp then
9 dispatchCount[t] = dispatchCount[t] + 1;

10 S′[I] = t ;
11 isAlloc = True ;

12 if isAlloc == False then
13 ccurr = ccurr + 1 ;
14 dispatchCount[ccurr] = 1;
15 S′[I] = ccurr ;

For the schedule of instructions in Figure 6 (b), the corresponding
RDG is shown in Figure 6 (c). The schedule of the instructions, for
dispatch parallelism dp = 2 is presented in Figure 6 (d).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed optimal mapping algorithm was implemented in
Python3, executed on a system running Ubuntu 14.04 with 16 cores
and 64 Gb RAM. The execution time for mapping for most of the
MIGs took under 10 minutes. For larger MIGs, the execution time
ran into a few hours, due to access to large MIG data structures.
The algorithm was evaluated using the EPFL benchmarks2 and the
results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: #L: number of levels in MIG, #PI/#PO : number of primary in-
putsoutputs, #N : Number of nodes in MIG, #Nr : Increase in the number
of MIG nodes after transformation, Inc.% : Increase in node count (in %),
#D : Number of devices in mapping, #D_r : Number of devices after im-
plementing device reuse, Sav.% : Device count reduction (in %), #Ins. :
Number of instructions, #C : Delay of mapping

Benchmark #L #PI#PO #N #Nr Inc.% #D #D_r sav.% #Ins. #C

B1 MAC32 42 96/65 9391 14347 52.77 10631 3488 67.19 29214 43
B2 MUL32 37 64/64 9160 12981 41.71 8929 2968 66.76 25365 38
B3 ac97_ctrl 9 2255/ 2250 12995 15932 22.60 11516 9080 21.15 27127 10
B4 comp 78 279/193 18686 25710 37.00 15233 5042 66.90 47938 79
B5 des_area 23 368/72 4258 5930 39.27 3825 1913 49.99 10686 24
B6 div16 103 32/32 4406 6798 54.29 3776 440 88.34 12909 104
B7 hamming 62 200/7 2078 3089 48.65 2117 569 73.12 6178 63
B8 i2c 9 147/142 1113 1323 18.87 850 661 22.24 2200 10
B9 max 30 512/130 4340 6604 52.17 3851 1422 63.07 11670 31
B10 mem_ctrl 20 1198/1225 8368 10588 26.53 7148 2959 58.60 20141 21
B11 pci_bridge32 17 3519/3528 22131 27368 23.66 17242 76.48 55.64 49307 18
B12 pci_spoci_ctrl 12 85/76 1008 1280 26.98 757 477 36.99 2127 13
B13 revx 144 20/25 7541 11434 51.62 7697 567 92.63 24388 145
B14 sasc 7 133/132 753 941 24.97 669 501 25.11 1605 8
B15 simple_spi 9 148/147 984 1220 23.98 813 531 34.69 2109 10
B16 spi 20 274/276 3613 4865 34.65 3242 1261 61.10 9188 21
B17 sqrt32 165 32/16 2172 3627 66.99 2163 231 89.32 7147 166
B18 square 41 64/127 18014 27311 51.61 19514 7332 62.43 52767 42
B19 ss_pcm 7 106/98 495 553 11.71 368 305 17.11 926 8
B20 systemcaes 26 930/819 10366 13244 27.76 9100 2983 67.22 25970 27
B21 systemcdes 20 314/258 2711 3652 34.71 2557 917 64.13 7321 21
B22 tv80aig 31 373/404 7801 10287 31.86 6702 2181 67.46 19853 32
B23 usb_funct 20 1860/1846 14841 17689 19.19 11763 6207 47.23 32819 21
B24 usb_phy 8 113/111 483 537 11.18 337 289 14.24 883 9

U1 adder 256 256/129 1405 1406 0.07 1020 389 61.86 2801 257
D1 adder.dep 22 256/129 2647 4440 67.73 2387 1639 31.34 7319 23
U2 sin 225 24/25 5459 6124 12.18 4259 712 83.28 13906 226
D2 sin.dep 122 24/25 7558 10077 33.32 6895 1480 78.53 22363 123

Delay and device usage : As expected, the delay (#C) of the
mapping is equal to number of levels (#L) in the MIG plus one.
Due to the node replication during MIG transformation to achieve
optimal mapping, the transformed MIG has greater number of
nodes than the original MIG. The number of devices used in the
2http://lsi.epfl.ch/benchmark



delay-optimal mapping solution is significantly reduced, when the
device reduction heuristic is applied. For this set of benchmarks,
we achieve savings of 56% in number of devices used, with
maximum savings of 92.63% in case of benchmark B13.
Impact of MIG heuristics: Given the algorithms implemented
in [11] is complementary to our technology mapping flow, we
experimented with the heuristics introduced there. For the MIGs
U1 and U2, we employed the depth reduction heuristics in [11]
to obtain the MIGs in D1 and D2. The resulting MIGs have
considerably smaller depth, which results in improvement in delay
of the mapping solution. However, the depth optimized MIGs have
a larger node count and more transformations, which results in
mapping with higher number of devices being used, indicating the
necessity of further research in this direction.
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Figure 7: Dispatch parallelism vs Delay in #cycles
Impact of dispatch parallelism: The delay of technology map-
ping solution and the average number of instructions dispatched
for various degree of dispatch parallelism (dp) is presented in Fig-
ure 7 and Figure 8 respectively. For dp = 1, the mapping solution
is equivalent to the PLiM architecture. From the results, it can be
observed that for all the benchmarks, the delay is much greater than
the delay optimal solution(dp = inf.), by up to factor of 2712×
for B3. For multiple benchmark MIGs, with dp = 1024, the de-
lay is equivalent to that achieved by dp = inf . For dp = 256,
the average slowdown across all the benchmark MIGs, compared
to dp = inf is 2.68× only. Therefore, even with restricted degree
of parallelism for instruction dispatch, practical controllers can be
designed which can achieve delay close to that obtained by optimal
mapping. From Figure 8, it can be observed that for values of dp
up to 64, for most of the designs the average number of instruc-
tions dispatched is nearly equal to the value of dp. This signifies
a highly effective utilization of the dispatch parallelism. For val-
ues of dp > 64, the average number of instructions dispatched
becomes less than dp. This is due to presence of data dependencies
among evaluation of nodes in different levels and for the bench-
marks with less number of nodes, there are not sufficient number
of instructions to utilize the dispatch parallelism.
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Figure 8: Dispatch parallelism vs Avg. Instructions/cycle

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a delay-optimal technology mapping

algorithm for mapping MIG to ReRAMs and tested our proposal on
a set of benchmarks. The proposed algorithm maps any MIG with k

levels into ReRAM devices using k+1 steps. Further, we proposed
an effective device reuse algorithm, that helped in reducing number
of devices used by up to 92.63%, compared to the basic solution.
We presented a heuristic for dispatching dp-instructions in parallel,
to enable control over the complexity of the controller - a smaller
dp makes the controller simpler, but potentially causing the MIG
computation to be slower.
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